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I don’t change well. Especially not when it comes to important business and financial consultants. I’m from a very small 
town in rural West Georgia. My family has used the same accountant, who is also a family friend for three generations. 
Eventually I hired the same family friend. 

After college, I held a career as a graphic designer. It wasn’t long into my design career that my income tax preparation 
became more and more complicated, partly due to itemizing since I was a freelancer. My family accountant helped me 
navigate through that process for a while... But then, one day I decided to build a start up virtual office boutique. That 
first year, my income taxes grew even more complicated! That was when I realized that our long-time accountant friend 
was now beyond his expertise.

So, I began the search for the right accountant. I interviewed multiple accountants and CPA firms seeking the right balance 
of skill set and educator. I hired Lynn Spencer with Killingsworth Spencer LLC. Lynn’s team quickly identified the issues I 
was aware of and other potential problems and began to work quickly to resolve them. 

Lynn Spencer, along with Janet Killingsworth, Mason Hardin and the rest of the hardworking staff at Killingsworth Spencer 
worked hard to thoroughly navigate several challenges over the years. Each member of the team has gone out of their way 
to make sure they’ve left no stone unturned and resolved every tax issue with professionalism and grace.

I’m very grateful for Lynn and her staff and will continue to work with and refer to her and her capable team.

Buzzing with gratitude.
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